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1. Introduction

Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field I of characteristic zero, A a

commutative associative algebra over I with an identity, and L ^ A. In this paper, we

first extend the Lie structure on L to A by means of some derivations of A. After

presenting examples of such Lie algebras and showing a way to give a Lie structure

on a localization of A, we study the Lie structures on the formal power series ring

and some factor algebras of polynomial algebras.

2. Notations and preliminaries

Poisson Lie structure (Berezin [1]): Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra

over a field I of characteristic zero and c^ the structure constants with respect to a

basis {*!,...,*„} of L. Let C°°(/?") be the set of all C0 0 function on Rn. Then the

Poisson Lie structures on C°°(/?") is given by

U, g] = Σtj.d!xtff/dxd (dg/dxj) for /, geC™(Rn).

Let U(L) be the universal enveloping algebra of L and Un(L) the vector space

spanned by the products yι...yp, where yί9...,ypeL and p^n. Let S(L) be the

symmetric algebra of the vector space L and Sn{L) the set of elements of S(L) which

are homogeneous of degree n. By making use of the canonical mapping πn of Un(L)

onto Sn{L\ we can obtain a Lie structure on S(L) as follows: Let peSm(L) and qeSn(L),

and take elements peUm(L) and qeUnm such that πm{p) = p and nn(q) = q. The

Poisson bracket [p, q\ of p and q is defined to be πm + π_ 1([p, q]) ([3, p. 97]). By a

simple computation we can see that this Lie structure on S(L) is the same as the

Poisson Lie structure on the polynomial algebra ![x l 5..., x j .

Profinite Lie algebra (Christdoulou [2]): Let Am (meN) be a finite-dimensional

Lie algebra and/m n a homomorphism of Am into An for m^n. Let A be the inverse

limit lim {Am;fmn}. Then A is a profinite Lie algebra in the following sense: Let fm be

a canonical homomorphism of A onto Am and Km = Ker/m. Then the set {Km\ meN}
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satisfies (i) A/Km is a finite-dimensional Lie algebra for each meN, (ii) f]meNKm = 09

(iii) for each m, neN there exists peNsuch that Kp^Kmf]Kn. If we give a topology

on A taking as a closed subbase the set {x + U: xeA, U is a subspace of ,4 such that

Km^U for some meTV}, then ^ is compact with this topology. If each of Am is

nilpotent, solvable, then A is called to be pro-nilpotent, pro-solvable respectively.

3. Definition

Let L be a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over a field! of charcteristic zero with

a basis{*i, . , *„}• Let A be a commutative associative algebra over f with an

identity 1 and having derivations dl9...idn satisfying the following conditions; for ij

= 1,..., n,

For any elements a, be A, we define the product of them by

where ck

j are the structure constants with respect to a basis {xί9...9xn} of L. By a

slightly longer computation we can see that A is a Lie algebra with this product. We

denote this Lie algebra by

L(L; A, K }).

EXAMPLE 1. The Lie structure of L(L; C00(/?"), {S/faJ) is the same as the

Poisson Lie structure on C°°(/?").

EXAMPLE 2. Let A be a commutative associative algebra over t with an

identity 1 and have derivations du...,dn satisfying the conditions; L^A, d^Xj) = δip

didj = djdi (/,7=1,..., n). Let B be a commutative associative algebra and d a

derivation of B. Consider the tensor product A®kB of the associative algebras A

and B over f. Let us define the derivationsD l 9...9 Dnof A®kB by

Then we consider a Lie algebra L(L; v4<g)fc£, {Dj). For elements a®b, e®/of this

Lie algebra, the product of them is given by

[α®ί>, e®f\ = [α, e]®bf+ [α, x > ® M ( / ) - α[β, x]®d{b)f,

where x = Xf= i*i, and the products [α, e], [α, x] and [e, x] are calculated in L(L; A,
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REMARK. For a Lie algebra L(L A, {</;}), we can see that a Lie structure on the
associative subalgebra Lo generated associatively by Lis independent of a choice of
a basis of L. Let {yί9...,yH} be another basis of Land υί9...9 vn derivations such that
Φj) = δij> vivj = VjVi {ίj= 1,..., n). Set yi = ΣPU

aipxp> *» = Σq=ibiqyq (αΦ> ̂ G ! ) l t i s

easy to see that υt\L = (Σs=i frsι ds)|L. Hence we have vi=Σs"1 bsids on Lo. Therefore we
have, for a, beL0,

4. Localization

Let A be a commutative associative algebra over a field ϊ of characteristic zero
with an identity 1. Assume that A is an integral domain and has a Lie structure
whose Lie product [ , ] satisfies the condition: lab, c] = [a, c]b + α[b, c] (a, b9 ceA).
Considering A as an associative algebra, we take a multiplicatively closed subset S
of A containing 1, and denote a localization of A by S~*A. We can extend a Lie
structure on A to S~1A as follow.

PROPOSITION 1. Let A, S be given above. Then the localization S~ XA is a lie
algebra with the product

= ([/, g]st + [0, s]tf+ [s, t]fg + [ί, /]0s)/(s2ί2)

(/, geΛ s, teS).

PROOF. We verify that this rule gives the same result for [fu/su, g/t] (ueS). By
a slightly longer computation we can see that the Jacobi identity holds. Q.E.D.

Let G = L(L; A, {dt}) and S a multiplicatively closed subset of an associative
algebra A containing 1. Assume that A is an integral domain. We extend the
derivations dt to the localization S~XA by

where feA, seS (Kaplansky [4; Theorem 1.1]). Let L* = L(L; S'XA9 (DJ), and f/s,
g/t any two elements of L*. Then the product of them is

U/s, g/t] = Σtjlx* χj]Dtf/s)DJlg/t)
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= Σd>* *J {(dif)s-fdis))ls2)

= (U, 9l*t - [s, g\fi - [/, f\gs + [5,

Therefore the Lie structure of L* is the same as that of the localization S~1A given

in Proposition 1.

5. Lie structures of L(Z, I[ [JC 1 V . .,*„]],

Let Lbe a Lie algebra over f with a basis {x l v . .,xπ} and G the Lie algebraL(L;

t[[*i> •••>*„]], {3/3x£}), where ϊ[[xi,..., x j ] is the formal power series ring. For

meN, let Km be the ideal of G spanned by {Σk .. .k fx*i xj»: fcx H h kn ^ m}, Gm a

finite-dimensional Lie algebra G/Xm and πmn the canonical homomorphism of Gm

onto Gπ (m^ri). Then G is isomorphic to the inverse limit lim{Gm; πmπ}, in other

words, G is a profinite Lie algebra.

If Lis nilpotent or solvable, then a structure of Gm is deduced as follows.

LEMMA 2. If L is nilpotent, then Gm is nilpotent for any meN.

PROOF. Since [Kφ pK2^^Kq+p9 we have [G,m_xA:2] c Km and so [Gm,

m _ ! (J^2 + K)/Km] = 0- O n ώe other hand, since L is nilpotent, there exists an integer

n such that [Gm> „ (L + A:m )//^m] = 0. Therefore (Gm )r = 0 for r = mn + 1 . Q. E. D.

By induction on n, we see K (

2

W ) ^ K 2 M + 1. From this we immediately have

LEMMA 3. If L is solvable, then Gm is solvable for any meN.

Summing up these results we have

PROPOSITION 4. Let G be a Lie algebra given above. Then G is a profinite Lie

algebra and if L is nilpotent or solvable, then G is pro-nilpotent or pro-solvable

respectively.

6. Lie structures on t[xl9..., xn, y]/(y2 -2αj + β)

Let Lbe a finite-dimensional Lie algebra over f with a basis {xί9...9xn} and R be

the polynomial algebra ϊ[x l 9..., x j . Consider the polynomial algebra R[y] over R

and take a polynomial T(y) = y2 - 2ay + β (α, βeR). Let A(T(y)) be a commutative

associative factor algebra R[y]/(T{y))9 where (T(y)) is the ideal oϊR[y] generated by

We first extend a derivation d/dxt on R to A(T(y)).
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LEMMA 5. There exist derivations du...,dn of A(T(y)) such that d{d^ = djdi and

^Ϊ\R = d/dχi (Uj = 1,...,«) if and only ifβ — α2 ef and there exists an element b ofR such

that for / = 1 , . . . , n,

di(y) = dί(oc)-xdi(b) + di(b)y

= (δoc/dXi) - oc(db/dXi) + (db/dx^y.

PROOF. Let dl9...9 dn be the derivations of Λ(T{y)) satisfying the conditions

given above. We set dt{y) = at + b{y (ah fyeR). Since di{T(y)) = 0 and didj{y) = djdly) in

Λ(T{y)) (ij= 1,..., n), we have the equivalent conditions; for ίj= 1,..., π,

(1) αi + αfci = di(α), (2)

(3) d,.(b;) = d/b,.), (4)

If β - a 2Φ 0, then by (1), (2) we have 2(α2 - β)bt = dfc1 - β). Therefore bt = 0 (i = 1,...,

ή) and β — oc2et. In this case a derivation dh defined by di(y)==di(oc), satisfies all

conditions given in the proposition.

Assume that β = (x2. Then by (3) there exists an element b in R such that, for i

bi = di(b) = δb/dxi.

Hence by (1), at = diet) - cudlb). In this case the derivation db defined by di(y) = di(oc)

— ocdi(b) + di(b)y, satisfies all conditions given above.

LEMMA 6. Let A, B be commutative associative algebras over I and φ be an

associative isomorphism of A onto B. Assume that A contains a Lie algebra Land

derivations d^..., dn of A and derivations Du..., Dn ofB satisfy the conditions; d{d^

= djdh DiDj = DjDh diix^δij, Diφ=φdi (i,j=l,..., n). Then the map φ is a Lie

isomorphism of a Lie algebra L(L; A, (dj) onto a Lie Igebra L(φ(L); B,

We denote by dcίfb(y) = di(a) — oίdi(b)-\-di(b)y. Now we set about proving the
following results.

THEOREM 7. Let cet Every Lie algebra L(L; A ((y — α )2+c),{</"•*}) is isomor-

phic to the Lie algebra L(L; A(y2 + c), {d^b}\ where b is taken as 0 in the case that

cφO. The Lie product of any two elements of the Lie algebra L(L; A(y2 + c\ {d?'b})

is given by, for p, q, s, teR,

[p + qy9s + ty] = [p, 5] - c[q, t] + ([4, 5] + [p, t])y {cΦQ)9

[p + ̂ y, s 4- ry] = [p, 5] + ([p, ί] + [4, s] + g[fe, s] + [p, b])y (c = 0).

PROOF. Let 0 be a linear map of ,4(y2 + c) onto .4 ((y — α) 2 + c)definedby
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) = p 4- ̂ r(y — α) (p, qeR). Then the map φ makes sense. By simple

computation we can see that d^hφ — φd?'b(y) (i= 1,..., ή). Therefore the map φ is a

differential isomorphism of A(y2 + c) onto A((y — α)2 + c). Hence by Lemma 6 and

the remark given in the section of Definition we have the first assertion.

The second assertion follows from the formula

(reR). Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 8. The Lie algebra L(L; A(y2), {d?'b}) is a split extension Ry + dR

of the abelian Lie algebra Ry by R, where dr(qy) = ([q, r] + q[b, rj)y (qeR). Ifc^O,

then the Lie algebra L(L; A(y2 + c), {d?'°}) is isomorphic to the Lie algebra RxR with

[(P, 0), (0, ί)]=([p, ί], 0), [(p, 0), (ί, 0)]=(0, -c [p , ί]) (p, teR).
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